GBI Cloud Connect
Direct connectivity to the major cloud providers

Connecting to a cloud provider is integral to
your business strategy, but using the Global
Internet to connect to the cloud has many
challenges including lack of security, unreliable
latency, and inconsistent routing.
GBI offers secure, direct connectivity to our
partners AWS, Softlayer, Azure and Google.
We provide end to end management of your
service, optimising your cloud experience.
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Simple, Safe and Reliable
A single cross connect into your device and
you have a secure connection to the Cloud.
We Care about Your Service
GBI provides 24/7 ongoing support, local
CPE management and optimization of
routing into the Cloud.
Rapid Deployment of Your Service
Shorter lead times compared to traditional
connectivity services.
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Peace of Mind
A one-stop-shop solution as a licensed
partner of the major cloud operators
backed by strong SLAs for availability and
Round Trip Delay.

About GBI
GBI owns and operates a multilayer carrier neutral network connecting the world to the
heart of the Gulf.
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Service Features and Benefits
Feature

Benefit

Speed
- Direct connectivity to our major Cloud partners
- Optimized routing via GBI’s global MPLS POPs

- Quickly connect your office to the Cloud
- Consistently faster speeds into Europe
- Symmetric access speed up to 1Gbps

SLA
- Leading availability and latency guarantee
- Comprehensive SLA offered across both type A and B
countries

- Improved service continuity
- Minimise frustrating downtime
- Stringent performance metrics

Service
- 24/7 Global NOC
- End to end service management

- Receive relevant, timely information
- Access to round the clock control and management of
your service.
- Peace of mind

Technology
- GBI MPLS backbone
- Carrier grade cross connection
- Enhanced security connection end to end

- Robust, reliable and safe
- High security of company sensitive information
- Inexpensive Ethernet interfaces

Flexible Pricing
- Competitive pricing
- Lower cost compared to private leased lines

- An affordable managed service
- Helps lower your IT costs keeping you more competitive
- Pay only for what you need

Service scalability
- Datacenter bandwidth ‘on-tap’

- Business agility
- Grow the service as your business grows

Challenges of VPNs delivered using the global internet
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Three main challenges of
using the global internet
1. Security threat
2. Traffic congestion
3. Inconsistent routes
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GBI Cloud Connect
Service Options
GBI Provides
A secure, scalable and affordable managed international
connection from your local server to the cloud
Stringent SLAs for both latency and availability

Partnerships with the major cloud operators

Cloud Connect
Yes
Yes
Yes

Technical Specifications and Latency

Destination

RTD (ms)*

Access Speeds

10Mbps to 1 Gbps

Europe (Frankfurt)

100-110

Ethernet (FE/GE) RJ45

India (Mumbai)

40

Interfaces

Asia (Singapore)

90

Availability

99.99%**

US (East)

200

Gulf

10-20

** From GBI on-net demarcation points

* Above RTD figures are based on calculation
between GBI Global POPs and GCC POPs

Pricing options
GBI’s Cloud Connect is priced according to your bandwidth requirements and any additional add-ons. Further
discounts may apply depending on your choice of contract length. The service is charged on a flat rate monthly
basis according to your bill cycle. Your first invoice will also contain a non-recurring charge for installation.

Contact GBI
Your GBI Account Manager is here to help guide you through the best option to suit your needs.
Email: sales@gbiinc.com

The Bridge To The Smart Future
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